1. **Project Title**: TMSS Technical institute (TTI)

2. **Project Duration**: January- 2012 to December-2015

3. **Funding Sources**: Skills and training enhancement project (STEP)

4. **Background**:

   The Trainee of short course for 6 months/ 360 hours are training under the skill and training Enhancement project by the financial help of Bangladesh Government and World Bank under control of DTE. Our country is a developing country the one third of total population are 15 years and up aged has ability to work. It is our duty to build up this population as Skill population. 23% of working people who goes to the Abroad from our country are skilled but 77% are unskilled. So they can not earn the foreign currency as like as the worker of other countries and they get less facilities than the worker of other countries. It is noted that there is a demand of skilled workers in the markets of our country and also abroad. So this project is working to reduce the poverty and unemployment problem in our country. After completed the courses of the trainee have to get job facilities from his own institution if they have to be succeed they can get facilities to work in the home and abroad.

5. **Goals**:

   Technical Vocational Education systems play a crucial role in the social and economic development of a nation. Owing to their dynamic nature, they are continuously subject to the forces driving change in the schools, industry and society. Often shaped by the needs of the changing economy and local community, the challenges and opportunities are unique.

   **Objective**:

   1. To stimulate interest technical education among Bangladesh.
   2. To provide opportunities for home and abroad to discover the technical Skillness.
   3. To reduce poverty though job creation by expanding the Technical Sector.
   4. To present brightly the image of Bangladesh to people from other countries and to introduce them to Skilled people are here in our countries.
   5. To create communications print and media initiatives that promote the technical Sector.
   6. To develop greater awareness of the benefits of technical knowledge among increasing numbers of people through promotional and educational materials.
   7. To develop human resources.
   8. To collaborate with the Government of Bangladesh on strengthening the technical sector of the economy.

   To establish cooperative and collaborative technical working relationships with Bangladesh and other countries

6. **Target Beneficiaries and Area**:

   The target beneficiaries under the project mainly are the students different institutions, different GO-NGO and private Institutions and officials and the general interested people of the country.

7. **Approach**:

   - TTI is running its activity mainly through reciprocal co-operation with the organizations at home and abroad, Government and non-government stakeholders.
   - Transportation to and from the destination site, and various amenities.
8. Core/ Major Activities :
Course Information:
Present Courses : 6 months (360 Hours )certificate course in the following field.

1. Plumbing & pipe fittings.
2. Refrigeration & Air- conditioning.
3. Welding (Arc & Gas)
4. Driving cum & Auto mechanics.

Eligibility for admission : At least class eight pass.
Academic Facilities:
1. Well furnished Academic Building with class room.
2. Well equipped Library with internet facilities.
3. Well equipped Science Laboratory.
4. Well equipped computer Laboratory.
5. Playground with sufficient space.
6. Student Hostel & Canteen.
7. Available Practical opportunity with latest apparatus.
8. Scholarship for meritorious students.

9. Achievements / Key Success
- 5 batches They are working in technical field Bangladesh and abroad.
- Established well Enhancement laboratory, workshop, campus infrastructure.
- Present Students total: - 240.
- Well trained and experienced teachers:-Total teachers-28 / Total staff-27.
- Donor Involvement attraction now a days are more but WB Assist STEP Project.